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Every day is Mother’s
Day for Emily Procter
of ‘CSI: Miami’
New mom Emily Procter stars in
“CSI: Miami,’’ which concludes its ninth
season Sunday on CBS.
See Page 4 for more details.
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Double Take: “Hanna”
Matt: Starkly
stylish;
Josh: Pure
cinematic
pleasure

especially the villain.
Matt: Josh does hit on a
few notable weak points in
the movie – that whole middle section is like “National
Lampoon’s Moroccan Vacation,” and while the Fairy
Tale aspect is with the movie
from the beginning, it isn’t
until the film’s second half
when the dialogue and design overtly acknowledge it.
Though I would disagree the
plot is limited. While the
‘big reveals’ at the end aren’t
anything special, there’s
enough character development along the way that it
kept me invested – unlike
the Bourne movies, whose
plots could be boiled down
to “amnesiac superman runs
and fights, runs some more.”
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Matt: “Are those cameras?” Hanna asks her captor, who has been attempting
to build a rapport by asking
what music she likes. Hanna
hasn’t seen cameras before,
nor listened to music. She’s
been raised by Eric Bana in
the Finnish wilderness to
hunt down a mysterious international agency. She
speaks at least half a dozen
languages.
Hanna’s isolated, focused
upbringing
contrasts
strongly to the bratty
teenager she befriends, who
mistakes the young assassin’s silence for ignorance,
comparing her on their first
meeting to hip hop artist
M.I.A., who she says “didn’t
speak English until she was
like 10.” The only art and
culture Hanna has known
comes from the encyclopedia. When she enters the
‘real world’, our hyper-mediated society, the result of
watching television for the
first time is a sensory overload that recalls Martin
Sheen’s hotel room freakout
at the start of “Apocalypse
Now.”
There are a lot of thematically mature ideas floating
around in Hanna, the first

Voigts

‘action’ movie from awardsbait director Joe Wright
(Atonement, 2005’s Pride
and Prejudice). It is also utterly amazing at visually depicting the actual and
metaphoric sparseness of its
landscapes, from the snowscapes of Finland to the
deserts of Morocco to the
sterile urban office buildings
of the antagonists’ headquarters. Even though the ideas
may come up underdeveloped on close scrutiny, the
effort and care that went into
the atmosphere make this
one of the most satisfying
thrillers released in the last
year or two.
“Hanna” also marks
Saoirse Ronan is a young actress to watch, perhaps not
as much for her talent
(which she has) as for her interesting choices in roles. ly
respectable (the Carey Mulligan path) or overly commercial (like Kiera Knightly
did). Instead, she chose to
play an oddly vulnerable, socially awkward killing machine. I hope we have a
young Tilda Swinton in the
making.
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Josh: I went into
“Hanna” know very little
about it, and what I got was
a fantastically watchable
film. The movie experience
was a unique blend of surreal expressionism, stout action and light-hearted fun
that I have rarely seen
The best way to describe
the film is that it’s a giant
Grimm’s Fairy Tale set in
the “Bourne Identity” universe. The big bad wolf is
played by an evil CIA agent
and Red Riding Hood is
played by a young girl that
can take out an army of
thugs. This gives the film a
strange mix that flips back
and forth between tense
fight/chase sequences and

whimsical fun.
The visual and audio aspect of the film is where its
greatest strengths lie. The
film is minimally about the
plot, and entirely about the
experience. The excellent
pulse-pounding soundtrack
does big work by setting the
tempo of the scenes. The director throws interesting or
bazaar camera angles at the
audience left and right to
emphasis the surreal imagery. They combine to
make an expressionistic experience that makes you feel
like you’re in a surreal drawing. It particularly impressive because it’s done entire
with real people and location, without a hint of special effects.

nuCAT offers

Free Classes on
Video Production
CLASS SCHEDULE:
Portable Cameras

Monday, May 9 @ 6:00 pm

Studio Production

Monday, May 16 @ 6:00 pm

Final Cut Editing

Monday, May 23 @ 6:00 pm
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Rating – Matt: 8/10,
Josh: 8.5/10

Hanna enjoys some winter fun.

Call or Email for More Info:
NUCAT 359-8290
danieltanderson@ci.new-ulm.mn.us

Something I would have
liked from the film is more
of an emphasis on the
Grimm Fairy Tale aspect.
Though it’s not the film
fault, but the problem is that
when it transitions from fun
to serious action, it’s very
jarring. I think this is something that inherently happens whenever a film shifts
gears, but it is especially apparent in this film. Also, I
thought the plot could have
done with some more complexity to it. It’s a perfectly
passable CIA thriller film,
and the limited plot is
mostly intentional because
it’s supposed to be fable.
However, I would have preferred if more complexity
were given the characters,

Synopsis:
Sixteen-year-old Hanna
was raised to be the perfect assassin. As she
hunts and is hunted by a
mysterious international
organization, she tries
to find the man who
raised her while struggling to blend in with
both unforgiving wilderness a family on vacation.
Starring: Saoirse
Ronan, Eric Bana, Cate
Blanchett
Director: Joe Wright
Writer: Seth Lochhead,
David Farr
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